Natural estrogens in surface waters of a catchment with intensive livestock farming in Switzerland†
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Natural estrogens such as 17α-estradiol (E2α), 17β-estradiol (E2β), estrone (E1), and estriol (E3), released to surface waters from both urban and agricultural sources, are endocrine disrupting for fish. Here, we assess the prevalence of livestock farming derived natural estrogens in tributaries and ponds in the agriculturally dominated catchment of Lake Baldegg, Switzerland. Passive samplers were deployed in the main tributary and daily time-proportional water samples were collected in five tributaries for 30 days at the beginning of the vegetation period. Furthermore, we took grab samples of 12 ponds in the catchment. Aqueous samples were liquid–liquid extracted, derivatized, and analysed with LC–MS/MS and stream water samples additionally with E2α-CALUX, a bioassay for assessing total estrogenic activity. Natural estrogens were regularly detected, with mean concentrations ranging from below the limit of detection to 0.55 ng L⁻¹ for E2β and E1, respectively, and passive sampling and bioassay results largely confirmed these findings. Monte Carlo simulated mean natural estrogen concentrations underestimated measured ones by a factor of three to 11. An agricultural area’s hydrological contribution and connectivity to surface waters seemed to be more important for the development of estrogen concentrations in streams than livestock densities in a catchment or the actual loads of slurry applied. Pond water occasionally contained natural estrogens in concentrations up to 8.6 ng L⁻¹ for E2α. The environmental quality standards of the European Union (0.4 ng L⁻¹ for E2β and 3.6 ng L⁻¹ for E1) were never exceeded for longer than a day in tributaries, but E1 reached critical concentrations for aquatic organisms in ponds.

Environmental significance

Although exposure to elevated estrogen concentrations impacts fish, agriculture’s contribution to the prevalence of estrogens in surface waters remains largely unknown. Combining different sampling approaches with biological and chemical assessment methods allowed us to monitor estrogens in small to medium-sized streams and ponds within an agricultural catchment. In streams, natural estrogen concentrations never reached critical concentrations for more than a day. In small ponds, however, we found natural estrogens in concentrations that may exert endocrine disrupting effects in aquatic organisms. In conclusion, agriculture is a source for natural estrogens in surface waters. In ponds, as well as in streams additionally impacted by wastewater treatment plant effluents, slurry-derived estrogens occasionally contribute to estrogen concentrations above EU environmental quality standards.

1. Introduction

Steroid hormones such as the natural estrogens 17α-estradiol (E2α), 17β-estradiol (E2 β), estrone (E1), and estriol (E3) impair reproduction and development of aquatic organisms.¹,² Agriculture may be a substantial source for natural estrogens in freshwaters.³ Slurry application on soil was found to release natural estrogens to surface waters.⁴ At the individual field scale, slurry derived estrogens were emitted to tile drains mainly through preferential flow after rain events and the export dynamics were comparable to those of dissolved phosphorus from slurry.⁵,⁶ To establish a link between natural estrogens in surface waters and agriculture, streams located in catchments with intensive livestock farming in the US⁷–⁹ and New Zealand¹⁰ or downstream and in close vicinity of farms¹¹ or grazing areas¹² were monitored. In these studies, water samples were taken per sampling site once or twice a year by collecting only grab samples or by combining grab sampling with passive polar organic chemical integrative samplers (POCIS) installed in streams.⁸,¹² Increased estrogenic activity was reported for
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streams within agriculturally dominated catchments in the US,10 and downstream of farms12 and grazing areas.11 In contrast, in New Zealand surface waters natural estrogens were not found in concentrations above the EU environmental quality standards (EU EQS).11 Among the factors that might influence differences in monitoring data are variations in agricultural practices, catchment characteristics, sampling methods, frequencies, and periods, properties of surface waters, stability of targeted compounds, and analytical methods used. Furthermore, estrogens were quantified in stagnant water bodies,14 such as ponds, where dissolved oxygen availability is lower15 and hydrodynamics differ from those in running waters. Such differences might impact natural estrogen composition and concentrations in ponds.

In Switzerland, 55% of the agricultural area is potentially connected to surface waters, and 13% have a high connectivity.16 Consequently, slurry-derived natural estrogens are a potential risk for aquatic organisms. Unlike North America, where most of the previous surface water monitoring campaigns were conducted, slurry is rarely stored in slurry lagoons17 and administration of estrogens to livestock animals for growth promotion is forbidden in Europe.18 These factors might substantially influence the amount of estrogens emitted to the environment. Swiss regulation stipulates that slurry application is only allowed during the vegetation period. Therefore, slurry applications peak at the beginning of the vegetation period around March – the time when most Swiss fresh water fish species as well as amphibians hatch and are in early development.19,20 Whereas elevated estrogen concentrations in Swiss surface waters were attributed to wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) effluents,21,22 the contribution of agriculture remains unknown.

The aim of this study was to get for the first time a detailed picture about estrogen occurrence in streams from catchments dominated almost exclusively by intensive livestock farming in Europe. Samples were collected daily time-proportionally over a month during a period of frequent slurry applications and discharge was measured at the sampling sites. Opposite to most former studies, this sampling approach enabled us to quantify representative estrogen concentrations and emitted loads. Simultaneously, phosphorus was determined in stream water samples, which allowed comparing estrogen and phosphorus export dynamics at catchment scale to those observed at individual field scale in another study.6 For confirmation, we resorted to additional orthogonal chemical and biological methods to analyse the collected water samples. In concert, it was possible to evaluate long-term exposure of aquatic organisms to potential estrogenic pollution. In contrast to former studies, detailed agricultural, land use related, and hydrological data of the catchment and the experimental set-up allowed us to predict the mean monthly estrogen concentrations in streams with a Monte Carlo simulation and to estimate the agricultural contribution to the total natural estrogen load in streams at catchment scale.

The prevalence of natural estrogens in ponds in an agriculturally dominated landscape was assessed for the first time in this study. So far, the land use around stagnant water bodies was not included in the interpretation of the results. Ponds are of particular interest because they are the natural habitat of around 80% of the Swiss amphibians,23 another class of aquatic organisms susceptible to estrogenic pollution.24-26

2. Materials and methods

2.1 Study area

The study catchment of Lake Baldegg is dominated by intensive agriculture (2.4 livestock units (LSU) per hectare, Swiss average: 1.2 LSU ha−1).27 Phosphorus eutrophication of surface waters by slurries from intensive agriculture has been a problem for decades in this catchment.28 Current legislation allows slurry applications only during the vegetation period.29 Consequently, slurry-derived natural estrogens in streams are most likely to occur in the vegetation period and are probably highest in spring, when slurry applications are intensified. Therefore, the monitoring campaigns were conducted from February to April. Tributaries were monitored by passive sampling and daily time-proportional water samples. Grab samples were taken from ponds (Fig. 1).

At sampling sites along Lake Baldegg tributaries (passive sampling and time-proportional sampling), we can reasonably assume that most estrogens were agriculturally derived due to the following reasons: (1) by law, human wastewater has to be treated in WWTPs. An exception are remotely located farms. For them it is allowed to collect their domestic wastewater in the slurry pits connected to the farm.30 However, the human derived estrogen loads in slurry pits are marginal compared to the slurry volumes produced by livestock animals. (2) Tributaries upstream to the sampling sites were free of WWTP effluents, and (3) the application of sewage sludge (biosolids) as agricultural fertilizer is prohibited in Switzerland since 2006.31 Hence, we can exclude this input source of human estrogens in our study.

2.2 Sampling

2.2.1 Passive sampling. Triplicates of passive samplers (Empore™ SPE Disks, SDB-RPS, Sigma – Aldrich Buchs, Switzerland) per sampling site were deployed at four sites along the river Ron, the 17 km long main tributary to Lake Baldegg: Ohmelinge (at 0.63 km distance from spring), Gundolinge (at 2.17 km), Urswil (at 7.17 km), and Ronfeld (at 9.17 km) (Fig. 1 (orange triangles), Table S5†). They were installed during two five-day periods: February 09 to February 13, 2018 (before the beginning of the vegetation period, when slurry application was prohibited), and March 22 to March 26, 2018 (after the beginning of the vegetation period, when slurry applications started). Passive samplers were conditioned and prepared according to Vermeerssen et al.36 Passive sampler conditioning and calibration is described in detail in the ESI, Chapter S2.1.1.† Sampling rates for calibrated compounds were 0.66 L d−1 for E2β and 0.68 L d−1 for E1. For E2α, we applied the same sampling rate as for E2β, i.e., 0.66 L d−1. The sampling rate of E3 was approximated by those of E2β and E1, and set at 0.67 L d−1 (ESI, Chapter S2.1.1†).
2.2.2 Time-proportional sampling. We monitored five Lake Baldegg tributaries (starting from the tributary with the highest livestock density in its catchment in clockwise direction: Spittlisbach, Stagbach, Ron, Mulibach, and Hohibach (Fig. 1 (red squares), Table S6†)) daily from February 17 to March 18, 2019. The tributaries Spittlisbach, Stagbach, Mulibach, and Hohibach do not receive any regular WWTP effluents at all and for the Ron, the sampling site was located upstream of the WWTP discharge at Hochdorf. However, wastewater treatment overflows are connected to the rivers Ron and Stagbach. They are occasional sources for wastewater-derived natural and synthetic estrogens in these two tributaries, but agriculture remained the dominating estrogen source. Time-proportional water samples were collected over 24 h, using a submerged sampler (3 L volume) equipped with a regulator for continuous hydrostatic air pressure release from the sampler chamber to control the water sampling rate (Fig. S3†).

For chemical and biological estrogen analysis, two subsamples (of approximately 200 mL) of stream water in the sampler were transferred into two 300 mL aluminum bottles (all used bottles were pure aluminium with a polypropylene screw cap with internal aluminium seal from Bürkle, Bad Bellingen, Germany). For phosphorous analysis, an aliquot of 500 mL stream water from the sampler was filled into a glass bottle. All samples were cooled during transport to the laboratory. Chemical estrogen analysis was performed immediately and subsamples for biological estrogen analysis were frozen at −20 °C. The stream water subsamples for phosphorus analysis were cooled at 4 °C and analysed within three days. The daily mean stream water discharge was measured at the sampling sites by the Canton of Lucerne.

2.2.3 Pond sampling. The occurrence of natural estrogens in 12 ponds located in the Lake Baldegg catchment (Fig. 1 (yellow circles)) was studied from March 25 to April 15, 2019. All ponds were at least partially surrounded by agricultural area. Three grab samples (1 L each) were taken at the inflow, the center and the outflow of each pond approximately 0.5 m below the water surface, using a plastic bucket attached to a telescopic pole. In absence of inflow or outflow, we took samples at two opposite peripheral locations and the center of the pond. For sampling of larger ponds, a rubber dinghy was used. The grab samples were combined in a 5 L plastic container and an aliquot (800 mL) was filled into a 1 L aluminum bottle. By repeating this procedure three times within one hour, triplicates were obtained for every pond. Furthermore, one pond was sampled weekly over a period of four weeks. The pond water samples were treated like stream water samples. The surface area of each...
pond was approximated by an ellipse. Ellipse radii, estimated with pond diameters, were extracted from a publicly available landscape model. Based on physical inspection during sampling, an average pond depth of 1.5 m was assumed to approximate the pond volume.

2.3 Chemical analyses

2.3.1 Chemicals. 17α-Estradiol-16,16,17-d₃ (E₂-d₃) was purchased from BOC Sciences (Shirley, USA). Estradiol-3,16,17-d₃ (E₃-d₃) was obtained from Toronto Research Chemicals (North York, Canada). Furthermore, E₂x, E₂β, 17β-estradiol-16,16,17-d₃ (E₂β-d₃), E₁, estrone-2,4,16,16-d₄ (E₁-d₄), and E₃, all in 1000 μg mL⁻¹ methanol, were bought from A2S (Saint Jean d’Illec, France). A list of further chemicals used for chemical analysis is given in the ESI, Chapter S2.2.1.†

2.3.2 Natural estrogens: extraction from passive samplers. Natural estrogens were extracted from Empore™ SDB-RPS disks analogous to Vermeirssen et al. After recollection from the field, they were placed in 8 mL vials filled with acetone (7 mL). In the laboratory, an aliquot of 0.1 ng of deuterated internal standard (100 μL of 1000 ng L⁻¹ internal standard mixture of E₂x-d₃, E₂β-d₃, E₁-d₄, and E₃-d₃ in acetonitrile, 100 ng L⁻¹ final concentration) was added to every sample and they were shaken for 30 min on an orbital shaker (100 rpm). Afterwards, the acetone extract was transferred to a new vial. The extraction of Empore™ SDB-RPS disks was repeated with methanol (7 mL). The acetone extract was evaporated to approximately 1 mL with N₂, combined with the methanol extract and filtered with 0.45 μm, 25 mm diameter polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) filters (BGB Analytik, Boeckten, Switzerland). Prior to derivatization, the extracts were entirely evaporated to dryness with N₂.

2.3.3 Natural estrogens: extraction from stream and pond water. Natural estrogens in surface water samples were extracted as outlined by Backe with slight modifications. Surface water (30 mL) was filled into a 50 mL borosilicate vial, 12 cm high and 2.5 cm in diameter (Supelco, Sigma-Aldrich, Buchs, Switzerland). Sodium chloride (0.5 g) and 0.02 ng of deuterated internal standard (100 μL of 200 ng L⁻¹ internal standard mixture of E₂x-d₃, E₂β-d₃, E₁-d₄, and E₃-d₃ in acetonitrile, 20 ng L⁻¹ final concentration) were added to every sample. Target analytes were first extracted with 8 mL of 2:5 methanol:MTBE and mixed for 2 min on an orbital shaker (225 rpm). Subsequently, the supernatant was transferred to a borosilicate vial with a Pasteur pipette. Each surface water sample was liquid–liquid extracted for a second time with 4 mL 2:5 methanol:MTBE. Lastly, the two extracts were combined, evaporated to complete dryness with N₂ and derivatized.

2.3.4 Natural estrogens: derivatization and analysis. Target analytes in passive sampler and surface water extracts were derivatized with dansyl chloride and analysed with liquid chromatography coupled to a triple-quadrupole mass spectrometer as described in Rechsteiner et al. Internal standard calibration was used to quantify natural estrogens. Data processing was conducted with Agilent MassHunter QQQ Quantitative Analysis program version B.09.00.

2.3.5 Natural estrogens: method validation and quality assurance and control. A detailed description of the determination of analytes’ limits of detection (LOD), limits of quantification (LOQ), ion suppressions, instrument and method precisions, and absolute and relative recoveries is given in the ESI, Chapter S2.2.2.† Resulting values for these quality assurance and quality control parameters for surface waters were: limits of detection were ≤0.11 ng L⁻¹ for all natural estrogens (LOD: E₂x = 0.11 ng L⁻¹, E₂β = 0.10 ng L⁻¹, E₁ = 0.07 ng L⁻¹ and E₃ = 0.08 ng L⁻¹); all natural estrogens were quantifiable above 0.36 ng L⁻¹ (LOQ: E₂x = 0.36 ng L⁻¹, E₂β = 0.34 ng L⁻¹, E₁ = 0.24 ng L⁻¹ and E₃ = 0.25 ng L⁻¹); ion suppressions for natural estrogens in surface water ranged from −6 to 2% (ion suppression: E₂x = −3%, E₂β = 2%, E₁ = −6% and E₃ = −1%). Absolute and relative recoveries were above 80% for all substances (absolute recovery: E₂x = 99%, E₂β = 96%, E₁ = 122%, and E₃ = 100%; relative recovery: E₂x = 125%, E₂β = 100%, E₁ = 109%, and E₃ = 100%). Method precision ranged from 2 to 8% (E₂x = 8%, E₂β = 4%, E₁ = 2%, and E₃ = 5%). Instrument precision was for all target analytes ≤6% (E₂x = 6%, E₂β = 3%, E₁ = 2%, and E₃ = 4%). For passive samplers the LOQ were 0.01 ng L⁻¹, 0.01 ng L⁻¹, 0.02 ng L⁻¹, and 0.01 ng L⁻¹ for E₂x, E₂β, E₁, and E₃, respectively.

Stability of estrogens and potential contamination during sampling, storage and analysis were tested as explained in detail in the ESI, Chapter S2.2.3.† Concentration changes remained within method precision when stream water samples were stored at −20 °C for four weeks (Fig. S4†), but altered in percentages that were slightly above method precision during transport of the sample from the field to the laboratory (E₂x = −9%, E₂β = −7%, E₁ = +9%, E₃ = −8%). Short half-lives of estrogens in river water were reported previously (t½ = 0.2–9 d at 20 °C). No estrogen contamination occurred in field blanks and sampler blanks. A blank was produced for every extraction batch, i.e., a set of five or ten aqueous samples. In one of 20 extraction batches a contamination of 0.25 ng L⁻¹ E₁ was recorded. The concerned batch was rejected and reanalyzed.

2.3.6 Phosphorus

Phosphorus was photometrically determined with ammonium molybdate according to DIN EN ISO 6878, 2004 at Eawag, Switzerland. The method is described in the ESI, Chapter S2.2.4.†

2.4 Biological analysis using ERz-CALUX

17β-Estradiol equivalent concentrations (EEQbio) were determined with the in vitro ERz-CALUX bioassay in a subset of time-proportional water samples from Lake Baldegg tributaries (138 of the 150 samples). We decided for ERz-CALUX because it showed the best precision and repeatability among the commonly used estrogen receptor transactivation assays (YES, ERz-CALUX, MELN, T47D-Kbuc, ERz-GenBLAzer). Furthermore, it is well suited for sensitive detection of estrogenic activities in native water samples, i.e., direct testing without filtration and/or enrichment, following a standardized protocol.
2.6 Estimation of natural estrogen concentrations in tributaries including an uncertainty assessment

The exact location, volume, and time point of slurry applications by the about 280 individual farmers in the catchment during the monitoring campaign remained unknown. Therefore, only the mean natural estrogen concentrations in tributaries (\(c_{\text{water}}\)) from February 17 to March 18, 2019 could be estimated with the following equation (eqn (1)):

\[
c_{\text{water}} = \left( \frac{N_{\text{animal,cattle}} \times V_{\text{slurry,cattle}} \times E_{\text{F,cattle}}}{V_{\text{discharge}} \times A_{\text{slurry}}} \right) + \left( \frac{N_{\text{animal,pig}} \times V_{\text{slurry,pig}} \times E_{\text{F,pig}}}{V_{\text{discharge}} \times A_{\text{slurry}}} \right)
\]

where \(N_{\text{animal,cattle}}\) and pigs (\(N_{\text{animal,pig}}\)) in every catchment, \(V_{\text{slurry}}\) is the volume of slurry produced by one dairy cow or heifer (\(V_{\text{slurry,cattle}}\)) or pig (\(V_{\text{slurry,pig}}\)), respectively, \(c_{\text{slurry}}\) is the average natural estrogen concentration in cattle (\(c_{\text{slurry,cattle}}\)) and pig (\(c_{\text{slurry,pig}}\)) slurries, \(E_F\) are the emitted fractions of cattle (\(E_F,cattle\)) and pig (\(E_F,pig\)) slurry-derived natural estrogens applied on agricultural area to surface waters, \(V_{\text{discharge}}\) is the cumulative discharge volume for every catchment and \(A_{\text{slurry}}\) is the average number of slurry applications per year.

From local authorities, the location and LSU of cattle and pigs were obtained for every farm in the catchment of Lake Baldegg. To derive \(N_{\text{animals}}\), the LSU of all farms in a tributary were summed up and multiplied with a factor 1 for dairy cows, 0.6 for heifers and 0.45 for pigs (weighted average breeding pig (0.55) and fattening pig (0.17)). We assumed \(N_{\text{animal,cattle}}\) as constant during the sampling period. Values for \(c_{\text{slurry}}\) were determined in a previously conducted monitoring campaign (Table S9†). The emitted estrogen fraction (\(E_F\)) was defined as natural estrogen loads recovered in drainage water of a tile-drained agricultural test field divided by the natural estrogen loads applied on an agricultural test field (Rechsteiner et al., submitted, see Table S10†). Values for \(V_{\text{slurry}}\) and \(A_{\text{slurry}}\) were obtained from Richner et al.†

A statistical distribution was attributed to all parameters which entailed uncertainties (Table S11†) and 1000 Monte Carlo simulations of \(c_{\text{water}}\) were obtained. The mean values and standard deviations of \(c_{\text{water}}\) were determined. Parameter values, and the sensitivity analysis are provided in the ESI, Chapters S2.4 and S3.2.†

3. Results and discussion

3.1 Natural estrogen occurrence as determined by passive sampling

All natural estrogens were detected with SDB-RPS Empore™ disks in the tributary Ron (Fig. 1 (orange triangles)) before (Fig. 2A) and after (Fig. 2B) the beginning of the vegetation period. Time weighted average (TWA) concentrations of all estrogens fluctuated within a range of 0.02 to 0.15 ng L\(^{-1}\) at all
maximal concentration of E2α was found in the Spittlisbach (10.5 ng L\(^{-1}\), February 19, 2019, Fig. 3A) and of E2β and E1 in the Stagbach (0.61 ng L\(^{-1}\) and 3.5 ng L\(^{-1}\), respectively, February 21, 2019, Fig. 3B, Table S13†). In all tributaries, maximal E3 concentration never exceeded 2.0 ng L\(^{-1}\), which was measured in the Mulibach on March 05, 2019 (Fig. 3D and Table S13†).

Toward the end of the measurement campaign the daily exported E2α loads and the relative contribution of E2α to the total natural estrogen concentration decreased, whereas the relative contribution as well as the daily exported E1 loads increased in most streams (Fig. S8–S10†). Former studies showed that microbes degrade E2β relatively fast to E1 in river water.\(^{47}\) In water-sediment systems, E2α is transformed to E2β, E1, and E3 under aerobic and anaerobic conditions.\(^{48}\) It is likely that initially prevailing E2α in the environment was degraded to E1, explaining their decreasing and increasing fractions, respectively, in tributaries over the time course of the monitoring campaign. No clear pattern in the fraction of E2β and E3 was discernible in neither time nor space.

Comparably to our finding, E1 and E3 were the prevailing estrogens in streams with an agriculturally dominated catchment in the USA and New Zealand.\(^{48–51}\) Maximal natural estrogen concentrations measured in streams strongly influenced by agriculture outside of continental Europe were higher (3.4 ng L\(^{-1}\) for E2β to 25 ng L\(^{-1}\) for E2α and ng L\(^{-1}\)).\(^{52–54}\) However, in the mentioned studies, samples were either collected in close proximity to farms\(^{52}\) or less frequent.\(^{9}\) In comparison, EEQs in small Swiss streams ranged from 0.04 ng L\(^{-1}\) to 0.85 ng L\(^{-1}\) downstream of WWTPs\(^{46}\), i.e., higher than in the present study in tributaries largely free of WWTP effluents (over all tributaries: mean EEQ\(_{\text{chem}}\) = 0.06 ng L\(^{-1}\)).

### 3.2 Natural estrogen occurrence as determined by time-proportional water sampling

All natural estrogens were detected in the daily collected time-proportional 24 h samples of Lake Baldegg tributaries (Fig. 3, Table S12†). Estrone was quantified most frequently (73 detects out of 150 samples, i.e., 49%). 17α-Estradiol, E2β, and E3 were above LOQ in 26%, 4%, and 35% of all samples analysed, respectively. The mean concentration of E2α, E1, and E3 ranged from <LOQ to 0.55 ng L\(^{-1}\), while it was <LOQ for E2β in all tributaries (Table S13†). The mean total estrogen concentration per catchment ranged from 0.51 ng L\(^{-1}\) to 1.1 ng L\(^{-1}\). The highest
slurry application was more important than livestock densities in a catchment and the actual amount of slurry applied. However, for a more solid statement about the influence of catchment characteristics on natural estrogen concentrations in surface waters, more observations in catchments with contrasting hydrology and land use would be needed.

3.2.2 Correlation between natural estrogens and phosphorus? As slurry applications are a common source for natural estrogens and phosphorus in the environment and both are transported through rain-induced preferential flow processes, we hypothesized that phosphorus is a potential tracer for natural estrogens. Not only total estrogen concentrations, but also total phosphorus concentrations were slightly higher after the onset of rain events (Fig. 3F) (mean total phosphorus before and after the beginning of rain events were 17.0 and 27.2 µg L⁻¹, respectively). The date on which slurry application was officially allowed (February 28, 2019) was nearly at the same time as the onset of rain events, which possibly accentuated higher total estrogen and phosphorus concentrations.

However, occasional concurrent peaks of natural estrogens (Fig. 3), total and dissolved phosphorus and orthophosphate...
(Fig. S11†) were observed in all tributaries even before March 01, 2019, e.g. on February 20 and 21 in Stagbach, Mulibach, and Ron. Additionally, we observed farmers to apply slurry before February 28, 2019. Still, the total phosphorus peaks during days without rain were only in the range of average concentrations for dissolved phosphorus measured in the catchment, meaning that no major slurry accident occurred during our monitoring campaign.45 Therefore, a plausible explanation for natural estrogen concentration peaks during days without rain is that farmers accidentally spilt small amounts of slurry into the tributaries or on shafts directly connected to the tributaries. After a major slurry accident, estrogen as well as phosphorus concentrations in streams are expected to exceed the ones measured here by at least a factor three to five.46

No direct correlation was found for both total and dissolved phosphorus concentrations and total natural estrogen concentrations (r < 0.5 in both cases, Table S16†). Several additional dissolved and/or total phosphorus pools, such as particulates from atmospheric deposition, earlier accumulated phosphorus in soil, or WWTP overflows may have contributed to those from slurry, and thereby override any more direct relationship between phosphorus and natural estrogens in tributaries.44 Therefore, at least at this scale of investigation, similar export dynamics of estrogens and phosphorus observed at individual field scale were not confirmed at catchment scale and the hypothesis that phosphorus is a potential tracer for natural estrogens in streams has to be rejected.

3.3 Estimation of natural estrogen concentrations in tributaries including an uncertainty assessment

Monte Carlo simulations allowed us to estimate the mean natural estrogen concentration derived from agriculture in Lake Baldegg tributaries, taking into account possible uncertainties associated with the input parameters (Table S11†). Mean concentrations of E2α, E2β, E1, and E3 were predicted to 0.03 ng L−1, 0.01 ng L−1, 0.03 ng L−1, and 0.07 ng L−1, respectively. These simulated concentrations were, on average, lower than measured mean concentrations by a factor seven for E2α, six for E2β, 11 for E1 and three for E3 (Fig. 4). Estimations based on different slurry application scenarios did not lead to a better convergence of modelled and quantified concentrations. In the catchment of the Mulibach, measured concentrations were underestimated the most. It remains unclear, why the catchment of the Mulibach reacted so differently. Among all catchments it is the steeps, and shows the highest percentage of surface water-connected and the lowest percentage of hydrologically contributing agricultural area in the catchment (Table S2†). Furthermore, the catchment of Mulibach has the highest pig-to-cattle ratio (Table S1†), and the lowest and second lowest number of cattle and pigs housed in a catchment, respectively. Given that measured concentrations were mostly close or below the LOQ, linking measured and estimated concentrations remains challenging. A sensitivity analysis on the parameters demonstrated that the estimation responded the most to a change in natural estrogen concentrations in livestock slurries followed by a change in the fraction of emitted natural estrogens to surface waters (Table S17†).

We recognize that the presented model could be improved using more information on the input parameters, for example, if estrogen concentration in slurry of every farm would be determined and every farmer would indicate the exact volume, location and timing of every slurry application. However, this would require a laborious monitoring of agricultural management and a completely different modelling concept. Additionally, emitted estrogen fractions applied in the simulation were determined throughout the year on an experimental test field with one specific soil type and drainage system, while several different ones are present in the catchment of Lake Baldegg. The emitted estrogen fractions in the catchment may differ from those determined on an experimental test field, because of different drainage efficiencies of fields and different pattern of rain events after slurry applications. Furthermore, our estimation ignored degradation of estrogens. The best fit between predicted and measured mean estrogen concentration was observed for E3 (Fig. 4), which is the final still estrogenic degradation product of all other natural estrogens.42 Rain events cause mobilization of natural estrogens through desorption and transport as well as dilution of the estrogen concentrations in surface waters. In the monitored tributaries, mobilization of natural estrogens to surface waters after rain events was only partially compensated by increasing discharge volumes, which was reflected in elevated estrogen
concentrations after rain events (Fig. 3). The presented estimation accounted only for dilution, but not for mobilization, i.e., higher cumulative discharge volumes resulted in lower predicted estrogen concentrations in surface waters. A more sophisticated modelling approach including hydrodynamics and a correction term for estrogen mobilization could lead to a more accurate estimation of mean natural estrogen concentrations.

3.4 Comparison of chemically and biologically determined 17β-estradiol equivalent concentrations

To investigate if our chemical analytical method (i.e., LLE, derivatization and LC-MS/MS) possibly missed substances that cause estrogenicity, we additionally analysed samples with a bioassay. In 130 out of 138 analysed time-proportionally collected tributary water samples, i.e., 94% of the samples, EEQchem and EEQbio were below 0.50 ng L⁻¹ (Table S12†), i.e., the LOQ of the latter.

For three samples, EEQchem were equal or above 0.50 ng L⁻¹, while EEQbio were below 0.50 ng L⁻¹ (February 21 in the Stagbach, March 05 in the Stagbach, March 15 in the Ron) (Fig. 3 marked with an “***”, Table S12†). The EEQchem of these samples ranged from 0.50 ng L⁻¹ to 0.73 ng L⁻¹, and thus were close to the LOQ of ERz-CALUX. Measuring near the LOQ becomes challenging for both chemical and biological analysis methods. Furthermore, the mismatch was observed in samples with the highest chemically determined E2β concentrations. One possible reason for the mismatch may be loss of E2β during storage. In stability experiments, where samples were stored for four weeks at −20 °C, we did not observe a degradation of E2β (Fig. S4†). Whereas water subsamples for the chemical analysis were extracted mostly immediately after sample collection, water subsamples for ERz-CALUX bioassays were stored at −20 °C and left at room temperature for 12 h prior to analysis. During the latter necessary equilibration to room temperature and transport prior to ERz-CALUX some degradation of E2β to less potent E1 might have occurred, as observed during transport from the field to the laboratory (ESI, Chapter S2.2.3†).

In five samples, the EEQchem was lower than the EEQbio (February 19 in the Spittlisbach, March 07 in the Spittlisbach, March 08 in the Mühlibach, March 12 in the Ron, March 17 in the Ron) (Fig. 3 marked with an “O”, Table S12†). We can offer three possible reasons for the observed differences. Firstly, the focus of this study was on natural estrogens. Therefore, 17α-ethinylestradiol (EE2) – a typical wastewater contaminant – was not quantified and not included in EEQchem calculations. As a wastewater treatment overflow discharges into the river Ron, we speculate that increased estrogenicity potentially originated from wastewater-derived EE2, which was either directly discharged into tributaries (Ron, March 17, 2019), or resuspended from sediments. Secondly, phytoestrogens in surface waters might contribute to the total estrogenicity of the water samples. In particular, phytoestrogens derived from clover on grassland and soybeans in livestock fodder may be of relevance for the catchment of Lake Baldegg. High concentrations of equal are contained in slurry and hence, punctual peaks in streams caused by slurry applications are plausible. However, phytoestrogen emissions from clover on grassland are assumed to be more continuous. Thirdly, sample contamination during decanting and transport of the water samples before ERz-CALUX analysis cannot be entirely excluded.

Nonetheless, the determination of EEQbio in non-extracted water samples with ERz-CALUX confirmed that during our monitoring campaign in February and March 2019 in all tributaries, EEQbio exceeding the E2β EU EQS for chronic exposition (0.4 ng L⁻¹) never lasted longer than a day and only occurred in very few samples (5 out of 138 samples). 17β-Estradiol equivalent concentrations determined in the T47D-KBLuc assay (estrogen receptor transactivation assay using mammalian breast cancer cells) in samples of US streams associated with livestock operations ranged from non-detected to 4.6 ng L⁻¹. In our study, maximal determined EEQbio in water samples of Lake Baldegg tributaries (river Ron on March 12, 2019: EEQbio = 2.0 ng L⁻¹) was within this range.

3.5 Comparison of livestock and human derived natural estrogens in the Ron catchment

So far, the contribution of agriculturally derived natural estrogens to the total load in streams with mixed agricultural and human sources in the catchment has not been elucidated. Since E2z is not produced by humans, a direct comparison of agricultural and human contributions is only possible for E2β, E1, and E3. Moreover, such a comparison is in the present case restricted to the tributary Ron, which is the only catchment that receives natural estrogens from both sources. The WWTP of Hochdorf with close to 10 000 inhabitants discharges into the tributary Ron after our time-proportional sampling site. Even though no time-proportional samples could be collected downstream, literature data allowed to estimate estrogen concentrations downstream of the WWTP. As the WWTP has no advanced treatment step such as ozonation or activated carbon, we assumed the same removal rates as previously determined in a conventional Swiss WWTP, namely 91% for E2β, 58% for E1, and 75% for E3. Referring to Arlos et al. and Kostich et al., we calculated that the population of Hochdorf emits 1.8 g of E2β, 2.7 g of E1, and 18.7 g of E3 in 30 days. We estimated that within a month, approximately 0.6 g of E2β, 0.7 g of E1, and 1.5 g of E3 are introduced to the environment through slurry applications in the Ron catchment (for details see Chapter 2.6 and ESI, Chapter S2.4†). As a result, livestock farming contributes to 25%, 21%, and 7% of the total E2β, E1, and E3 load in the Ron catchment, respectively. Dividing the estrogen load emitted from the WWTP of Hochdorf by the cumulative discharge volume of the tributary Ron, results in mean human E2β, E1, and E3 concentrations in the Ron of 0.30 ng L⁻¹, 2.0 ng L⁻¹, and 8.2 ng L⁻¹, respectively. During our sampling campaign, the mean measured agriculturally derived concentration were 0.06 ng L⁻¹ for E2β, 0.27 ng L⁻¹ for E1, and 0.27 ng L⁻¹ for E3 in the Ron (Table S13†). Consequently, only around 17% of the total E2β, 12% of the total E1, and 3% of the total E3 concentrations in the Ron were agriculturally derived from February 17 to March 18, 2019. Nevertheless, as slurry application, degradation rates, and discharge volumes vary throughout the
year, the agricultural contribution to the total E2β, E1, and E3 loads and concentrations in the environment is not stable. Combined human and agricultural mean natural estrogen concentrations in Ron were 1.1 ng L⁻¹ EEQ, which exceeds the EU EQS for E2β.44

3.6 Natural estrogens in ponds

17α-Estradiol (<LOQ −8.6 ng L⁻¹, detected in five out of 12 sampled ponds) and E1 (<LOQ −5.2 ng L⁻¹, detected in five out of 12 sampled ponds) were the natural estrogens mainly found in ponds. 17β-Estradiol and E3 were above the LOQ only once in two different ponds (Fig. 5). In the weekly sampled pond, E1 concentration increased gradually from 0.30 to 1.9 ng L⁻¹ over a month (Fig. S13†). In contrast, concentrations of E2α, E2β, and E3 were always below the LOQ.

Generally, natural estrogen concentrations above the LOQ were only found in the smaller ponds (Fig. 5). The ratio between the pond edge, where natural estrogens enter the pond, and the volume is decreasing with increasing pond size. Due to the general pond edge to volume relationship, we assume that dilution is higher in larger ponds, which could explain natural estrogen concentrations below the LOQ. The highest E2α and E1 were recorded in the pond which had the highest percentage of organically fertilized agricultural area in the catchment (89%, Fig. 5).

![Fig. 5 17α-Estradiol (panel A, E2α), 17β-estradiol (panel B, E2β), estrone (panel C, E1), and estriol (panel D, E3) concentrations in ponds in Lake Baldegg catchment (for location, see Fig. 1) in March and April 2019, plotted against their estimated volume. The coral shades and symbols shape indicate the percentage of agricultural area that is in circumference of 250 m around the ponds (light coral squares: 0–25% agricultural area, medium coral circles: 25–50% agricultural area, coral triangles: 50–75% agricultural area, dark coral diamonds: 75–100% agricultural area). Error bars represent the standard deviation among triplicate samples. Data points without error bars were either below limit of quantification (LOQ) or the standard deviation equaled zero. For pond Breitholz (volume: 803 m³), which was sampled weekly over four weeks, estrogen concentrations are shown per week. The dashed line indicates the LOQ for every substance.](image)

In contrast to stream water, E2α was the predominant estrogen (median 45% of the total estrogen concentration) in ponds followed by E1, E2β, and E3, with a median of 38%, 0%, and 0% of the total estrogen concentration, respectively (Fig. S12†). Two connected ponds exhibited higher E3 and lower E2α concentrations in the one downstream, which is in line with E3 being the final estrogenic degradation product of E2α.42

A final interpretation of these results is hampered by various possible influencing factors. A longer residence time of water in ponds in combination with differing microbial communities and lower dissolved oxygen availability in stagnant water5 could decelerate the degradation of E2α to E1 and of E1 to E3. Additionally, differences in cattle to pig ratios, estrogen composition in slurry applied, or hydrology are further possible explanations for dissimilar estrogen fingerprints in tributary and pond water (Fig. S12†). In Czech stagnant water bodies influenced by mixed sources, comparable E1 (≤0.71 ng L⁻¹), E2β and E3 (≤0.50 ng L⁻¹) concentrations were found.44

4. Conclusion

During our sampling campaign, chemically and biologically determined EEQs in stream water never exceeded EU EQS for E2β for more than a day and more than fivefold. This result was confirmed by different sampling approaches combined with chemical and biological analyses of the samples. Slurry-derived natural estrogens alone did not cause long-term estrogenic contamination in Lake Baldegg streams. However, in combination with WWTP effluents, estrogen concentrations in streams above EU EQS occur.

During the sampling campaigns, only small rain events occurred. Likely, very intensive rain events shortly after slurry application and low base flow in tributaries or major slurry accidents could lead to higher estrogen loads in surface waters from agriculture in the here investigated catchment, as well as elsewhere. Many studies investigated the chronic exposure of fish to elevated estrogen concentrations,67 however, the effect of repeated short-term pulses of natural estrogens above EQS in surface waters requires further research.

The EU EQS of 3.6 ng L⁻¹ for E1 (ref. 62) was exceeded in one of the sampled ponds. However, it has to be considered that we took only grab samples. For a more detailed risk assessment, ponds should be sampled more regularly. Due to longer residence times and lower dissolved oxygen availability, natural estrogens may prevail for longer periods of time in ponds. The role of E1 should not be underestimated, since in fish, its transformation to the more potent endocrine disruptor E2β was shown.68 Metabolic pathways of E2α and E3 in fish have not been elucidated so far. Moreover, estrogens exert endocrine disrupting effects also in amphibians, which breed and metamorphose in ponds at the beginning of the vegetation period.69

Reducing slurry applications prior to medium and strong rain events, limiting direct access of livestock to surface waters and applying slurry only in 3 m distance to surface waters are important measures to prevent natural estrogen emissions to surface waters. These measures are already implemented in Switzerland by law70 and good agricultural practice. Particularly,
in catchments with a high percentage of hydrologically contributing and surface water-connected agricultural areas, agriculturally derived mean natural estrogen concentrations in streams were increased. In consequence, by reducing slurry applications on such areas, exposure to estrogenic compounds in surface waters could be further reduced.
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